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Abstract: Leprosy is one of the major public health problems and listed among the neglected tropical diseases in India. It is also called Hansen’s Disease (HD), which is a long haul contamination by microorganisms Mycobacterium leprae or Mycobacterium lepromatosis. Untreated, leprosy can dynamic and changeless harm to the skin, nerves, appendages, and eyes. This paper intends to depict classification of leprosy cases from the main indication of side effects. Electronic Health Records (EHRs) of Leprosy Patients from verified sources have been generated. The clinical notes included in EHRs have been processed through Natural Language Processing Tools. In order to predict type of leprosy, Rule based classification method has been proposed in this paper. Further our approach is compared with various Machine Learning (ML) algorithms like Support Vector Machine (SVM), Logistic regression (LR) and performance parameters are compared.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Leprosy is one of the recorded ignored tropical illnesses which proceeds as a significant medical issue in India. As per worldwide leprosy update by World Health Organization (WHO) In year 2015, India revealed more than 127,000 new cases, representing more than half of the worldwide new leprosy cases; Brazil, announced 26,396 new cases, which is 13% of the worldwide new cases; and Indonesia detailed 17,200 new cases, 8% of the worldwide case load. No different nations announced more than 10,000 new cases [13] (Report of WHO 2016). There are 210,670 new leprosy cases detailed from 150 nations worldwide in 2017, according to the World Health Organization (WHO). In 2017, there are approx. 135,485 new leprosy cases were distinguished in India. Of the new cases recognized, about half (67,160) have been analyzed at an advanced stage [11] (Menon Ramesh 2019).

The Global Leprosy Strategy 2016–2020: "Quickening towards a without leprosy world" was discharged in April 2016 by WHO.

The methodology depends on the standards of starting activity, guaranteeing responsibility and advancing consideration. It is planned around three columns: expanding government possession, coordinated effort and organization; finishing leprosy and its inconveniences; and forestalling separation and encouraging consideration. Every national program have acknowledged 3 key targets in supporting the worldwide technique: (I) zero incapacities (G2D) among youngsters determined to have leprosy; (II) disposal of new instances of leprosy with G2D to < 1 case per million populace; and (III) zero nations with enactment permitting separation based on leprosy.

One of the key purposes behind the ascent in inability is a deferral in determination of leprosy and lepra responses which lead to tireless neuritis and at last to incapacity. There is a requirement for more extensive mindfulness about the signs and manifestations of leprosy and responses among general human services staff just as in the network to advance self-detailing, just as early determination and appropriate administration of the ailment and its intricacies in a coordinated setting.

The proposed examine is intending to recognize sorts of leprosy from the different instances of leprosy patients at a referral community in India. Leprosy patients dependent on their symptoms of different elements of leprosy have been broken down from Electronic health records of the leprosy patients. The health records include diagnoses, first sign of symptoms and clinical notes. There are several factors by which the type of leprosy can be determined. Such factors are analyzed and a rule based classification algorithm is developed. Before applying rule based algorithm data is preprocessed. Further rule based algorithms are tested with other machine learning algorithms such as SVM and Logistic Regression. Rule based algorithm is applied on the EHRs of 236 patients to classify leprosy based on guidelines of WHO and W.H.Jopling.

II. BACKGROUND

Basic side effects present in the various kinds of leprosy incorporate a runny nose; dry scalp; eye issues; skin injuries; muscle shortcoming; rosy skin; smooth, sparkling, diffuse thickening of facial skin, ear, and hand; loss of sensation in fingers and toes; thickening of fringe nerves; a level nose because of the decimation of nasal ligament; phonation and resounding of sound during discourse. Individuals may start to see indications inside the principal year or as long as 20 years after infection.
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The primary recognizable indication of leprosy is frequently the improvement of pale or pink shaded patches of skin that might be obtuse toward temperature or pain. Patches of stained skin are now and again joined or went before by nerve issues remembering deadness or delicacy for the hands or feet. Secondary diseases (extra bacterial or viral contaminations) can bring about tissue misfortune, making fingers and toes become abbreviated and distorted. The nerve harm continued is reversible when treated early, however becomes changeless when suitable treatment is begun following a postponement of a while. Harm to nerves may cause loss of muscle work, prompting loss of motion. It might likewise prompt sensation variations from the norm or deadness, which may prompt extra contaminations, ulcerations, and joint distortions. Leprosy is broadly classified as WHO classification and Jopling classification.

### A. WHO Classification:

Leprosy can be assembled dependent on clinical appearances and skin smear results. In the request reliant on skin smears, patients demonstrating +ve smears at all goals are collected as paucibacillary leprosy (PB), while those showing +ve smears at any site are assembled as having multibacillary leprosy (MB). The clinical plan of request with the ultimate objective of treatment joins the usage of number of nerves and skin lesions required as the explanation behind social occasion leprosy patients into paucibacillary (PB) and multibacillary (MB) leprosy.

### B. Jopling classification:

This arrangement separates 5 structures dependent on the bacteriological list. These structures connect with the immunological reaction to M. leprae. Patients with tuberculoid leprosy (TT) are impervious to the bacillus and contamination is limited. Patients with lepromatous leprosy (LL) are very touchy to the bacillus and the disease is spread. Borderline structures (BT, BB, BL) are between the two parts of the bargains (TT and LL).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paucibacillary forms (WHO Classification)</th>
<th>Multibacillary forms (Jopling Classification)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tuberculoid</td>
<td>Borderline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borderline Tuberculoid</td>
<td>Multibacillary Lepromatous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT</td>
<td>BB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT</td>
<td>BL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multibacillary forms</td>
<td>Lepromatous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borderline</td>
<td>LL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### III. LITERATURE REVIEW

Preprocessing of clinical unstructured data is converted into a structured format using NLP approach this helps to understand clinical notes or clinical information. Data cleansing processes helps to reduce computational time of the algorithm as well [23]. To study the comparative analysis of various machine learning algorithms some tunable parameters are considered such as F1, accuracy, recall and precision to get the reliability level of algorithm [22]. Modern detailed information on the type of leprosy and its causes or effects [21]. Classification of leprosy using Ridley-Jopling and WHO classification with its detailed information.[20]

Comparison of Ridley-Jopling and WHO classification which is better in comparison with other clinical classification and their operational methods [19]. Importance and methods of preprocessing in text mining by removal of stop words on an unstructured data to get better output [17]. Creating bags of words, considering combinations of cases, tokenizing and putting it in SVM trained model and measuring using classification parameters such as F1 score [16]. How SVM algorithm is used in identifying the medical terminologies in the field of Medical science and by labeling important terms [15].

Several disease risk prediction is performed based on several Machine Learning technology [12]. Comparison of various leprosy cases all over the world and its awareness [11]. The problem of knowledge retrieval from EHR and interpreting medical records and applying various algorithms using text mining [14]. Text mining is done on electronic patient records to get the proper preprocessed data and how labeling, classifiers and feature extraction is performed on the EPR. [9]. The importance of text and data mining in health and medical information systems [8]. Information by WHO about the neglected tropical disease [13]. Text mining of cancer pathology report A rule based system is developed for comparing manual encoding pathology report to validate the performance of rule based system [2]. Information of WHO classification on leprosy [6]. A rule-based model was compared with other machine learning models like fph, logistic regression, and decision tree [5]. In this, a rule based feature classification along a deep learning technique was studied for effective disease classification [3]. Text mining and data processing of EMR patients using named entity recognition, data cleansing, data transformation, reduction and integration [1]. Using rule classification and logistic regression are hybrid approach models of both the algorithms in applied and compared through classification parameters [4]. Medical terms and spell check along with corpus creation, used to get a proper clinical text [10]. Using NLP technique medical features are extracted from stroke patients and applied on data mining algorithms such as SVM to find accurate stroke patients within a limited timespan to prevent if from severe consequences [18]. Disease prediction which are cases related to obesity by lexical analysis using hybrid machine learning approach and text mining [7].
IV. METHODOLOGY

A. Data Collection

A web system was developed where doctors who treated leprosy filled patient’s details which included personal details, allergies, addiction (eg: tobacco, alcohol, etc), known leprosy contacts, signs and symptoms, type of leprosy, grade of disability, nerves affected, skin smears, drugs prescribed and many more. Data was collected from the developed web system and transformed into a csv file.

B. Data review

After gaining some domain knowledge we analyzed several factors by which leprosy can be classified into different types. Several factors like first sign and symptom, number of smears, nerves damaged and doctors comment on assessing skin lesions were taken into consideration in order to predict the type of leprosy.

C. Data Preprocessing

- **Removing stop words**

  Stop words are considered as good for nothing which are sifted through to decrease the processing time. This rundown comprises the relational word, articles, conjunctions, punctuation, phrase removal, etc.

- **Lemmatization**

  Lemmatization typically alludes to doing things appropriately with the utilization of jargon and morphological investigation of words, ordinarily, meaning to evacuate inflectional endings just and to restore the base or lexicon type of a word, which is known as lemma.

- **Tokenization**

  Tokenization is a typical errand in NLP, it is fundamentally an undertaking of slashing a character into pieces, called as a token, and discarding the specific character simultaneously, similar to accentuation.

D. Generating Rule based Algorithm

Rule-based characterization models can be effectively upgraded and supplemented by including new guidelines from area specialists dependent on their space information. This has been effectively executed in numerous master frameworks. In many cases, rule based algorithms are competitive and better when compared to other machine learning algorithms. Undoubtedly, rules can speak to data or information in a basic and viable manner. They give a generally excellent information model that individuals can see well indeed.

Rules can be easily expressed as logic in IF-THEN format, for instance IF more than five smear sites are present on the patient’s body THEN it is a MB type of leprosy. It follows a general pattern of IF case/condition THEN answer/conclusion. IF the following condition or case is satisfied THEN only the conclusion can be predicted.

E. Prediction based on Rule Based Algorithm

Main characteristic or advantage of rule-based algorithms is that we can generate our own rules which should be logical according to the data and it should be able to predict and give proper results. Another advantage of rules based algorithm is that rules can be modified according to the changes and requirements.

Several bags or words, conditions and combinations are arrested in order to generate rule-based algorithms to give a better logical conclusion. Moreover, it provides a good data model which is human understandable.

![Fig 1. Word Cloud of Clinical text](image-url)
IV. APPLYING MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHM

The Electronic Health Records (EHR) data is taken from verified sources. Further, analysis of the clinical texts is performed on the EHR. Clinical features like swelling, erythematous, numbness, number of smears, nerve thickened, etc. are analyzed and data is preprocessed by removal of stopwords and further lemmatizing data in order to get clinical root words from the clinical notes and further tokenization is performed. That data is further split into training data (80%) and testing data (20%). The 10 fold cross validation is performed on the training set so that every observation from dataset gets a chance to perform in the training set and ensures that the input data is limited to few observations. Data is fed to machine learning models like Support Vector Machine and Logistic Regression and accuracy of these algorithms are compared with the rule based model. Other classification parameters are also used such as f1 score, precision and recall for all algorithm for better comparison. A simple flowchart is displayed in Figure 2.

Table 3. MBPB (WHO Classification)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification Algorithm</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1 Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rule-based Algorithm</td>
<td>99.2%</td>
<td>99.5%</td>
<td>99.5%</td>
<td>99.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Vector Machine</td>
<td>98.7%</td>
<td>97.8%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>98.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistic Regression</td>
<td>96.6%</td>
<td>95.8%</td>
<td>95.8%</td>
<td>95.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Others (Ridley-Jopling classification)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification Algorithm</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1 Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rule-based Algorithm</td>
<td>94.9%</td>
<td>97.8%</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>94.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Vector Machine</td>
<td>87.7%</td>
<td>83.4%</td>
<td>83.4%</td>
<td>83.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistic Regression</td>
<td>83.4%</td>
<td>77.1%</td>
<td>77.1%</td>
<td>77.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

After applying all the algorithms it can be clearly seen that rule based algorithm stays to be highest in both cases which is for MB, PB classification and for other types classification with 99.2% and 94.9% respectively. On the other hand Support Vector Machine shows accuracy of 98.7% in WHO type of classification and 87.7% in Jopling. Whereas, Logistic Regression gives a 96.6% and 83.4% accuracy in WHO and Jopling classification.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In the field of medical science Leprosy is known as a contagious disease and there lacks any algorithm specifically for predicting the type of Leprosy. Thus, this set of conditions in a rule based system is helping to get a better output of the type of leprosy with minimum factors. Considering the unstructured data rule based algorithm is applied, on the other side the same dataset is applied on the other machine learning algorithms and the results are obtained. Hence, it can be proved that rule based algorithms are giving better performance on small corpus but as the number of clinical notes will increase, machine learning algorithms can have better accuracy than rule based algorithms. Future work can be developed by extending this work on large number of clinical notes using deep learning models like Convolutional Neural Network(CNN) or Recurrent Neural Network(RNN).
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